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I. GENERAL SITUATION

The status quo which had prevailed in the Great Lakes region for several
months ended in September, principally due to events in South. Kivu. At the end of the
month, developments were unfolding rapidly, portending the need for a large-scale
increase in humanitarian assistance. At this critical juncture, diplomatic efforts
undertaken by decision makers in the Great Lakes region to enhance dialogue with one
another and with their international partners should be fully encouraged.

A. Political Developments

Mortar fire was exchanged between Bukavu, Zaire and Cyangugu in South-
western Rwanda over several days beginning on 22 September. The exchange of
artillery between Rwandese and Zairian forces reflects growing tension 'between the
two countries following the outbreak of fighting in South Kivu, Zaire between
Banyamulenge and the Forces armees zairoises (FAZ).

During September, a growing number of reports signalled human rights
abuses against Zairian Tutsi, known as Banyamulenge, by the Zairian army and local
populations in and around Uvira in South Kivu. Amnesty International reported on the
detention, torture and extra judicial execution of Banyamulenge and called upon
Zairian authorities to prevent further

MAJOR EVENTS

• Mortar fire exchanged between Rwandese and Zairian
forces near Cyangugu from 22 to 24 September.

• Volatile situation involving Zairian authorities and
Banyamulenge prevails in South Kivu. Numerous
human rights abuses reported.

• Judge Louise Arbour assumes functions as Prosecutor of
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.

• UNHCR announces decision to deny refugee status to
Rwandese indicted by International Tribunal.

• Assistant High Commissioner for Refugees, Mr. Sergio
Vieira de Mello, visits Rwanda.

• Conference on multi-donor "Joint Evaluation of Emergency
Assistance to Rwanda" held in Kigali.
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violations of human rights. UNHCR reported that 694 persons arrived in Rwanda from
Bukavu and Uvira during September. Rwandese authorities urged Zaire and the
international community to recognise the seriousness of the situation in South Kivu (see
section on regional developments).

A major conference on the multi-donor Joint Evaluation of Emergency
Assistance to Rwanda, The International Response to Conflict and Genocide:
Lessons from the Rwanda Experience, was held in Kigali from 10-12 September. Six
members of the evaluation team presented the four-volume evaluation on the
international community's response to the Rwandese crisis. Discussions at the
conference focused to a large degree on the manner in which Rwanda's history was
portrayed in the report (see section on education/seminars).

According to Radio Rwanda, the Chinese Deputy Transport Minister, Mr. E.
Liu, undertook a four-day mission to Rwanda from 17 to 20 September. During his visit,
Mr. Liu met with Rwandese President Pasteur Bizimungu and other high-level
Government of Rwanda (GOR) officials. On 19 September, Mr. Liu and Prime Minister
Pierre Celestin Rwigema inaugurated the renewed construction of the Gitarama-Mbuye
road. Work on the road, which had begun before the 1994 genocide and war, is now
expected to last two years and cost approximately six billion Rwandese francs
(approximately US$ 19.5 million). Financing to begin construction work has been
provided by an advano-_ from the World Bank.

A five-member US delegation headed by two Congressmen, Mr. Harry
Johnston, a member of the African Affairs Subcommittee in the U'S House of
Representatives, and Mr. Douglas Peterson, Representative from Florida, visited
Rwanda from 16 to 18 September. According to Radio Rwanda, the purpose of the visit
was to assess US support to demining efforts in Rwanda and initiate assistance for an
internet system. The Daily Nation quoted Mr. Johnston as advocating closure of
refugee camps in neighbouring countries to encourage the return of Rwandese
refugees. Radio Rwanda announced that on 16 September the US Ambassador to
Rwanda, Mr. Robert Gribben, and :Rwanda's Minister of Transport and
Telecommunication, Mr. Charles Murigande, had signed a protocol agreement for
installation of an internet system in Rwanda. According to Radio Rwanda, the US
Government plans to provide training, technical- assistance and equipment worth US$
350,000 to help RWANDATEL acquire internet capabilities. According to a US official,
this assistance is part of an Africa-wide initiative to help several countries gain access to
the internet.

According to USAID, the US Government signed agreements with the GOR
in September to provide Rwanda with an additional US$ 4.5 million in aid. The funds, to
be channelled through USAID, will be used to help rehabilitate the justice system, for
projects undertaken by the Ministry of Interior and Communal Development and for
AIDS prevention. This brings to US$ 6.5 million the total amount pledged by the US
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Government for assistance to Rwanda in US fiscal year 1996. The US$ 2 million in aid
provided thus far was principally for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) and HRFOR field officers.

Rwanda's Minister of Justice, Ms. Marthe Mukamurenzi, resigned from her
post amid charges she had misappropriated approximately US$ 90,000 in public funds.
Prime Minister Pierre Céléstin Rwigema announced the resignation on 10 September.

According to Reuters,the Rwandese Minister of Information,Mr. Jean-Pierre
Bizimana,said Ms.Mukamurenzi would not be prosecuted, as  she had replacedthe
funds and aasked forgiveness.As of the end of September,the post of Justice remained
unoccupied.

On 1 October, Judge Louise Arbour succeeded Judge Richard Goldstone as
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (see section on justice).

On 24 September, the UNHCR issued a press statement announcing its
decision to deny refugee status to Rwandese indicted on genocide-related charges by
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. A list of 21 Rwandese indicted by the
ICTR was included in the statement (see section on justice).

The Assistant High Commissioner for Refuges, Mr. Sergio Vieira de Mello,
visited Rwanda from 25 to 28 September and met with President Bizimungu, Prime
Minister Rwigema, the Chairman of the Joint Commission for Repatriation, various
ambassadors and heads of UN agencies. During a meeting with UNHCR staff on 26
September, Mr. Vieira de Mello said the High Commissioner envisages a single plan
for the entire Great Lakes region, rather than a series of bilateral negotiations with
Rwanda and each asylum country. He also said he felt Rwanda was well-prepared for
massive repatriation and that direct dialogue between the GOR and the refugee
population was essential in promoting repatriation. Before departing on 28 September
1996, Mr. Vieira de Mello visited UNHCR-supported resettlement sites in Umutara
Prefecture.

Following the visit of UNESCO Director General, Mr. Federico Mayor, in
March 1996, and the signature, in June, by UNESCO Director of Relations with State
Members for Africa, Mr. Basile Kossou, of an agreement with the GOR for the
establishment of a UNESCO Representative's Office, Ms. Elizabeth Moundo was
appointed UNESCO Representative in Rwanda. Formally in charge of Rwanda at
UNESCO headquarters in Paris, Ms. Moundo played a key role in preparing the Director
General's visit to Rwanda, UNESCO's Plan of Action for Rwanda and the agreement
with the GOR. She arrived on 31 September to assume her new functions. On the
occasion of her first visit to the Rwandese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Anastase
Gasana, Ms. Moundo recalled that the Representative's Office was intended to
supervise the implementation of UNESCO's programmes for Rwanda in the areas of
education (formal, non-formal and literacy), of information, communication, all sciences
and the culture of peace.
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The Chairman of the UN Security Council Committee, established pursuant
to resolution 918 (1994) concerning arms sales to Rwanda, issued a statement on 11
September. The statement announced, effective 1 September, the end of restrictions
imposed by resolution. 918 (1994) on the sale or supply of arms and related materiel to
the Government of Rwanda. Henceforth, no notification is required to be submitted by
States for exports from their territories of arms or related materiel to the Government of
Rwanda or imports of arms from Rwanda. However, restrictions remain in effect as
regards the sale and supply of arms and related material to non-governmental forces for
use in Rwanda.

B. Security Situation

Mortar fire was exchanged for several days beginning on 22 September
between Rwandese and Zairian forces across the border near Cyangugu. Missions by
UN personnel to the area were suspended for 96 hours and a 48-hour truce began on
24 September.

In September, the four western prefectures continued to be the site of attacks
by insurgents and infiltrators, particularly against local officials and genocide survivors.
Gikongoro, Gitarama, and Kigali Rural Prefectures were also affected. There were at
least 21 killings attributable to insurgents including members of the former Forces
annees Rwandaises (ex-FAR) and the Interahamwe militia.

HRFOR received reports that eight government officials were killed during
the month, including six in Ruhengeri Prefecture. Eight genocide survivors were
reportedly killed during the month. In Cyangugu Prefecture, approximately 50 insurgents
attacked the local detention centre in Gishoma Commune with a grenade launcher on
10 September. On 14 September, persons suspected to be insurgents threw two
grenades into a restaurant in Gishoma Commune, killing two persons and wounding five
to seven others. On 21 September, insurgents also attacked the Kagano communal
detention centre. On 24 September, insurgents attacked a bus travelling through the
Nyungwe Forest, killing three persons and wounding six others. A truck of the Irish
NGO, Trocaire , detonated a mine in Rwamiko Commune (Gikongoro Prefecture),
bordering the Nyungwe Forest, on 13 September. One passenger was injured (see
section on human rights for further information).

C. Human Rights Situation

(1)Justice,Legal Reform and Institution Building

During September, significant steps were taken toward rendering the justice
system fully operational. On 14-16 September, the Conseil superieur de la magistrature
(CSM) appointed 283 judges to courts of appeal, courts of first ;instance, and cantonal
courts throughout the country. A total of 177 judges were appointed to cantonal courts.
On 20 September, the Council of Ministers nominated prosecutors and first assistant
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prosecutors to courts of first instance. With the exception of Umutara Prefecture, which
has no judicial infrastructure, each prefecture now has one prosecutor and a first
assistant prosecutor.

The law on provisional modifications to the criminal procedure code, adopted
by the Transitional National Assembly, was promulgated on 8 September. It
retroactively legalises extra-legal arrests and detentions carried out or ordered since 6
April 1994 by extending time limits for completing the various legal formalities, such as
the issuance of arrest warrants and by nullifying the right of persons prosecuted for
genocide or crimes against humanity to appeal against detention decision.

 Only one appellate court convened during the reporting period: the Kigali
Court of Appeal heard 72 cases. The Nyabisindu Court of Appeal still lacked adequate
human and material resources to become operational in September. Prosecutors-
General for the Ruhengeri and Cyangugu Courts of Appeal, nominated by the Council of
Ministers on 20 September, were not yet able to assume their duties.

Courts of first instance were operational throughout the country, with the
exception of those in Kibuye Prefecture and Nyamata Sub-Prefecture (Kigali Rural
Prefecture). There was no prosecutor or judicial administration in place for the recently-
created Umutara Prefecture. Justice officials in Byumba and Kibungo Prefectures
continued to assume these responsibilities during the reporting period. The Ruhengeri
Court of First Instance began hearing cases in its refurbished building. This court
reported that 1,310 cases were ready for trial, some 800 of which were for genocide-
related charges. Another 500 case files on genocide-related charges required additional
work to be ready for trial. The Kigali Ville Court of First Instance heard 54 civil cases and
17 penal cases.

With the exception of Kibuye and Umutara Prefectures, most prefectures
had several operational cantonal courts. With the September nomination of 177 judges
to various cantonal courts by the CSM, most of these courts are expected to be
reactivated in the near future. With the August and September appointments, the
cantonal benches are more or less complete. Many cantonal courts, however, still
lacked basic material resources.

Shortages of inspecteurs de police judiciaire continued to impede the
completion of detainees' case files and many IPJs lacked sufficient logistical support to
carry out their functions. For example, only five out of the 16 motorcycles provided to
IPJs in Ruhengeri Prefecture were operational. Motorcycles provided to IPJs in Kibungo
Prefecture were also in need of repair

In Cyangugu, Gisenyi, Kibungo, Kibuye, and Ruhengeri Prefectures, military
and civilian administrative authorities reportedly interfered with the work of the parquets.
In Cyangugu and Ruhengeri Prefectures there were reports that some detainees
released by IPJs were rearrested by the military.
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HRFOR recorded over 3,450 new arrests and 1,282 releases during
September. The vast majority of arrests were carried out on charges of participation in
the genocide. Most of those detainees released during the month were accused of
common-law offences. An increase in genocide-related arrests was noted in Gituza,
Kivuye, and Rutare Communes, Byumba Prefecture. Arrests for infiltration and
insurgency activity were reported in Kibuye Prefecture. Following the refoulement of
more than 15,000 refugees at the end of July and the voluntary return of more than
61,700 refugees during August, arrests of returnees from Burundi were reported in
Butare, Gitarama, and Gikongoro Prefectures. In Butare Prefecture, there were 322
arrests of returnees from Burundi registered in 11 of the 20 communes during the first
three weeks of the month, 286 of whom were arrested in Muganza, Muyira, Muyaga,
and Ntyazo Communes. In Gitarama Prefecture, 45 returnees from Burundi were
arrested upon arrival in Kigoma and Ntongwe Communes. Out of 331 new arrests in
Gikongoro Prefecture during September, only eight were of returnees. HRFOR reported
a decrease in the number of arrests in Cyangugu and Ruhengeri Prefectures, where the
RPA had carried out large numbers of arrests during July and August.

In almost all prefectures, the great majority of arrests were carried out by
unauthorised arresting agents, mainly RPA soldiers or conseillers de secteur and
responsables de cellule. Arrests were generally carried out without warrants. Though
on a far smaller scale than in July and August, the military continued to carry out
security-related arrests of civilians during military operations without due regard for legal
procedures of arrest and detention. In Kibuye Prefecture, approximately 150 persons
arrested in Rutsiro Commune during RPA search operations between the end of the
July and the end of September, were detained in military camps. Some detainees were
released after being held for a number of weeks. In some cases, civilians remained in
detention for months in military camps in Ruhengeri Prefecture. Some improvements in
conforming to legal arrest-and-detention procedures were reported in Butare,
Gikongoro, and Gisenyi Prefectures. In Butare Prefecture, a higher proportion of new
arrests was made with warrants. In Gikongoro Prefecture, a higher percentage of
arrests was made by authorised agents
.

There was uneven progress in the completion of case files in all of the
prefectures, and this work often failed to keep pace with the rate of new arrests. In
Gikongoro Prefecture, approximately a fifth of newly arrested detainees were
interrogated by inspecteurs or oiciers de police judiciaire (OPJ). In Gisenyi Prefecture,
however, there was a noticeable improvement in the completion of case files; over 75%
of the detainees in the brigades have been interrogated by an OPJ, and in communal
detention centres between 25% and 50% have been interrogated by an IPJ or an OPJ.
In several prefectures, prosecutors sent teams of IPJs from the central parquets, or
from other communes, to assist commune-level IPJs with the completion of case files. In
Cyangugu Prefecture, for example, the prosecutor sent four IPJs to Gatare Commune to
assist in the completion of the case files of persons arrested by the RPA in July and
August.

Prefecturel screening commissions met during the reporting period in
Gisenyi, Kibungo, Kigali Ville, and Ruhengeri Prefectures. Communal screening
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commissions functioned in most prefectures although they released few detainees. In
an effort to facilitate the detainee's reintegration into the community in one case, the
inspecteur de police judiciaire in Rutsiro Commune (Kibuye Prefecture) explained to
the accusers, in detail, why a person accused of genocide was being released.
`

Although the Government's campaign to publicise the new law on the
prosecution of those accused of genocide and related offences was not officially
scheduled to begin until October, the Prosecutor of Cyangugu Prefecture explained the
legislation to detainees in Gatare Commune in the presence of the Bourgmestre and
HRFOR.

(2) Human Rights Incidents

During the month of September, HRFOR received information that 105
persons were killed in 53 incidents; the victims included eight local officials, eight
genocide survivors, one detainee killed during an alleged escape attempt, and one new-
caseload returnee. There were 15 women and nine minors among the 105 reported
victims. This represents a marked decrease in killings compared to the months of July
and August, when HRFOR received reports of the killings of 365 and 284 civilians
respectively. A total of 170 killings were reported in April, 165 in May, and 85 in June.
As in previous months, the highest number of killings continued to occur in western
prefectures bordering Zaire. A total of 31 killings were reported in Ruhengeri Prefecture,
27 in Gisenyi Prefecture, 15 in Kibuye Prefecture, and 11 in Cyangugu Prefecture.
There were also 13 killings reported in Kigali Rural Prefecture and seven in Gitarama
Prefecture. There were no killings reported in Byumba, Kibungo, and Kigali Ville
Prefectures.

HRFOR received reports of 21 killings attributed to insurgents opposed to the
Government of Rwanda or members of the ex-FAR and Interahamwe militia. According
to reports available at the end of September, the killings of an estimated 32 persons
were alleged to be the responsibility of agents of the State, including members of the
RPA.3 HRFOR received reports that three civilians were killed by the RPA during
military operations. This is a marked decrease compared to July and August when 182
and 159 civilians, respectively, were reportedly killed in such operations. In addition,
HRFOR received information about 29 other killings - 27 attributed to the RPA and two
attributed to communal police - that possibly involved the excessive use of force or
possibly amount to summary executions. Ten of the 27 killings attributed to the RPA
occurred in Ruhengeri Prefecture. In addition, RPA soldiers killed one person during an
alleged escape attempt from the Muyira military camp in Rutsiro Commune (Kibuye
Prefecture). An additional six killings allegedly were carried out by persons dressed in
military uniform. No information was available on the identities of perpetrators
responsible for the 46 other killings reported in September.

HRFOR received reports that eight GOR officials were killed in September,
including one conseiller de secteur and an assistant du conseiller de secteur from
Nyakinama Commune and a nyumbakumi from Nkuli Commune, all in Ruhengeri
Prefecture, a schoolteacher from Rushashi Commune (Kigali Rural Prefecture), a
nyumbakumi from Rutsiro Commune (Kibuye Prefecture), and three responsables de
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cellule: one each from Rutsiro Commune (Kibuye Prefecture), from Karago Commune
(Gisenyi Prefecture), and from Tare Commune (Kigali Rural Prefecture). This figure is
comparable to the eight reported killings of officials in August but lower than the 23
reported killings of officials in July. Of the eight total killings during the month, three are
attributed to insurgents. The identity of the perpetrators of the other five killings is
unclear. In many cases, however, circumstantial evidence seems to indicate that
insurgents were responsible.

Eight genocide survivors were reportedly killed in September. On 28
September, six genocide survivors and another person were killed and a seventh
genocide survivor was wounded when ten armed individuals attacked several houses in
Nteko Sector, Mugina Commune (Gitarama Prefecture). On 7 September, the house of
a genocide survivor in Rushashi Commune (Kigali Rural Prefecture) was attacked; she
and five family members were killed. That same night, the house of another genocide
survivor was attacked in Rushashi Commune, although she escaped unharmed. On 24
or' 5 September, a genocide survivor was killed in Gaseke Commune (Gisenyi
Prefecture). The killings in Gitarama and Kigali Rural Prefectures are attributed to
insurgents. The perpetrator of the killing in Gisenyi Prefecture is unknown. Nine killings
of genocide survivors were reported in August, whereas there were 28 reported killings
of genocide survivors and witnesses to the genocide in June. HRFOR has received
reports that 138 genocide survivors or persons involved in identifying or providing
testimony against perpetrators of the genocide have been killed since January 1996. In
Gishamvu Commune (Butare Prefecture), a new-caseload returnee was reportedly
killed with a machete by a genocide survivor.

In September, HRFOR received no further information on the whereabouts of
52 reported as missing or unaccounted for in the wake of the 6-8 August cordon-and-
search operations by the RPA in Ruhengeri Prefecture. On 2: September, two persons
including an agent de renseignments of the Prime Minister's Office disappeared in
Ruhengeri Town; as of the end of the month, their whereabouts had not yet been
determined. Authorities have considered this case as a disappearance.

HRFOR received reports that 24 detainees were ill-treated by agents of the
State during September. In five of these cases, the perpetrators reportedly included
RPA soldiers. The other reported perpetrators included communal police; officers,
implicated in four cases; a communal police brigadier, implicated in one case; and an
inspecteur de police judiciaire, also implicated in one case. In the last case, the IPJ of
Birenga Commune (Kibungo Prefecture), reportedly beat 12 detainees with a whip
during their interrogation. Other incidents of ill-treatment during detention included
cases of detainees being kicked, or hit with bare hands or stones, and/or beaten with
sticks or other instruments. HRFOR has also received a number of reports of ill-
treatment by RPA soldiers outside of detention facilities.

(3) Prisons and Detention Centres

As of the end of September, some 85,329 detainees registered by the ICRC
were being regularly visited by ICRC delegates in 212 places of detention. ICRC
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registered 2,687 new detainees, mainly in temporary places of detention and continued
to carry out regular visits to more than 29,000 persons detained in temporary places of
detention, essentially in the communal cells and the brigades de gendarmerie. The total
detainee population in the 197 detention centres visited by HRFOR was approximately
83,500. HRFOR registered an increase of more than 2,150 detainees during the month
and an increase of more than 20,500 detainees since the beginning of 1996. ICRC and
HRFOR continued to monitor the conditions of detention and the treatment of detainees.

According to HRFOR, the detainee population in the 15 central prisons rose
from 53,437 to 54,790 during the reporting period. The official capacity of these centres
is 30,200.4 These figures included 51,555 men, 1,859 women, and 1,376 minors, 59 of
whom were under 14 years of age at the time of their alleged offence. n addition, there
were a reported 334 infants accompanying their mothers in detention. The detainee
population in the other 183 centres of detention visited by HRFOR was estimated to be
over 28,700. This figure included 26,665 men, 1,174 women, and 892 minors, 65 of
whom were under 14 years old at the time they allegedly committed the offence. In
addition, there were a reported 179 infants accompanying their mothers in detention.

According to HRFOR, a total of 968 detainees were transferred from
communal detention centres and gendarmerie brigades to central prisons in the
reporting period. The number of transfers from communal detention centres and
gendarmerie brigades to central prisons increased considerably since last month, and in
general, HRFOR noted a consistent increase in these transfers during the last three
months. In some cases, transfers took place despite a stated policy in many prefectures
to halt or strictly limit such transfers that would exacerbate problems associated with
overcrowding
.

Most detainees who were transferred from communal detention centres to
central prisons in Gikongoro and Rubengeri Prefectures were issued a warrant, if this
had not been done at the time of their arrest. Most transfers of detainees from the
Brigade of Gisuma in Cyangugu Prefecture to detention centres in their home
communes were carried out after their case files had been completed by ofciers de
police judiciaire. Of an estimated 214 releases in Cyangugu Prefecture, Gatare
Commune's Conunission de triage released 81 detainees accused of genocide. HRFOR
reported that seven detainees escaped from detention and there were two unsuccessful
escape attempts.
.

An increase in arrests exacerbated already serious problems of overcrowding
in central prisons and communal detention centres. In the central prisons of Cyangugu,
Kibuye, Kigali, and Ruhengeri Prefectures, detainees reportedly slept in the prison
courtyards. Overcrowding was reported to be particularly severe in numerous communal
detention centres and gendarmerie brigades in Butare, Cyangugu, Gikongoro, Gisenyi,
Gitarama, Kibungo, Kibuye and Kigali Rural Prefectures.

                Reductions in overcrowding were noted in Butare Prefecture, where a new
cell in the Muganza communal detention centre was opened. Following a series of
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transfers, overcrowding was relieved in the Nyabisindu communal detention centre and
the Ngoma and Nyabisindu Gendarmerie. These transfers eliminated overcrowding in
the two brigades. In Gikongoro Prefercture,a new cell was opened in the Karambo
communal detention centre.

A total of 315 detainees were hospitalised in September. The most common
illnesses reported were malaria, dysentery, abscesses, diarrhoea, skin-related
problems, mental disorders, and respiratory problems. HRFOR reported some cases
where detainees were denied access to or had to pay for medical treatment. During
September, a total of 12 detainees died due to illnesses. Another 18 detainees died of
unknown causes. Serious sanitation problems were reported in several prisons,
particularly Gisenyi, Gitarama, Kigali, and Gikondo Central Prisons. Poor ventilation and
lighting were reported in a. number of communal detention centres throughout the
country.

According to HRFOR, minors were not separated from adults in most of the
communal detention centres in Byumba, Cyangugu, Gikongoro, Gisenyi, Gitarama,
Kibuye, and Kigali Ville Prefectures. Despite stated government, policy, no minors under
14 at the time of the alleged offence were transferred to the Gitagata Re-education and
Production Centre, although a number of prosecutors, including those of Cyangugu and
Gikongoro Prefectures, were preparing to do so.

D. Regional Developments / Repatriations

During the month of September, return rates of Rwandese refugees were the
lowest so far this year. Only five new caseload refugees returned from Uganda, some
94 from Tanzania, 104 from Burundi and 738 from Zaire. The number of old caseload
returns was low as well, with 760 from Uganda, 55 from Tanzania, 61 from Burundi and
581 from Zaire. The total number of returnees for the month of September was 2,398,
compared to 64,071 in August and 4,927 in July. In September, some 23 Rwandese
refugees were refouled from Uganda, ten from Tanzania and 355 old caseload refugees
from South Kivu in Zaire.

UNHCR's Mass Information Unit (MIU) continued to produce documentaries
on the situation in Rwanda, to be shown to refugees in each country of asylum. Through
"commune profile videos," the MIU portrays the shelter, health, education and economic
situation in various communes, as well as relations with local authorities and the general
population. In September, new videos were produced on Bicumbi Commune (Kigali
Rural Prefecture) and Rukara Commune (Umutara Prefecture). Other new productions
featured the Gitagata Re-education and Production Centre for former child prisoners,
UNHCR's shelter programme and a profile of a prominent returnee in Nyamirambo
(Kigali Ville Prefecture). By 1 September, nearly 850,000 people had attended video
showings in Goma, where impact studies have shown that one third of those who
repatriate list the MIU campaign as an important factor in their decision to return.

In response to information from UNHCR that the repatriation of several
thousand old caseload refugees from Uganda may resume in the near future, WFP has
reinforced its facilities in northern Rwanda. WFP also continues to maintain contingency
food stocks at returnee transit centres throughout the country. Mechanisms are in place
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for quick delivery of additional aid from the central storage facility in Kigali and regional
warehouses in neighbouring countries, should additional massive influxes occur. WFP
and UNHCR are currently assessing the existing logistical infrastructure of all returnee
transit centres in Rwanda. With the completion of organised repatriation from Burundi,
some transit facilities may need restructuring (i.e. relocation of staff, vehicles and mobile
warehouses from one centre to another) in order to increase their preparedness for a
possible massive repatriation from Tanzania and Zaire.

(1) Burundi

The security situation in Burundi remained tense during the month, with
reports of ambushes, attacks against civilians and heavy fighting in the hills surrounding
Bujumbura and in the north. Archbishop Joachim Ruhuna, Burundi's senior Catholic
prelate, was killed in an ambush by unknown assailants on 9 September. In a tribute to
Archbishop Ruhuna in Rome, Pope Jean-Paul II called for an easing of the sanctions
which he viewed as an additional burden on the already suffering people of Burundi.

On 12 September, the leader of Burundi's regime, Major Pierre Buyoya,
pledged to restore the country's national assembly and once again allow limited
activities of political parties. Major Buyoya also offered to hold peace talks with rebels
but only if they lay down their arms and "renounce their ideology of genocide"
.

The Regional Sanctions Co-ordinating Committee (RSCC) on Burundi held
its second meeting, in Kigali, on 25 September. The Committee decided that sanctions
in Burundi had thus far been effective and would stay in place, although fertiliser and
vegetable seeds have been exempted from the embargo. Noting the "positive steps"
taken by the regime toward meeting the conditions set out by the Arusha II summit, the
Committee emphasised that the "most important condition yet to be fully met is the
immediate and unconditional negotiations with all groups." The RSCC recommended
that 'Major Pierre Buyoya, "be available" for the next regional summit, scheduled to take
place in Arusha, Tanzania on 8 October. According to the RSCC statement, other
leaders of parties to the conflict may also be invited to the third RSCC session, which is
to be followed by a ministerial meeting on 10 October.

The European Parliament issued a statement on 19 September calling upon
European institutions and EU member states "not to recognise the authority of the new
regime in Bujumbura." In a non-binding resolution, the EU Parliament said it supported
the embargo imposed on Major Pierre Buyoya's regime by neighbouring African
countries and urged them to extend the ban to weapons and ammunition. The deputies
condemned the coup d'etat of 25 July which brought Major Buyoya to power and called
for the re-establishment of the rule of law and constitutional government in Burundi.

     4 The only figures currently available on prison capacity are those of the Government, which do not
necessarily reflect international norms. In addition, official figures may vary.
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I Information for this section was provided principally by the United Nations
Human Rights Field Operation in Rwanda (HRFOR). More detailed information is
available in HRFOR's September report on Rwanda.

United Nations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1996

4 Minister Pierre Celestin Rwigema announced the resignation on 10 September.
According to Reuters, the Rwandese Minister of Information, Mr. Jean-Pierre
Bizimana, said Ms. Mukamurenzi would not be prosecuted, as she had replaced
the funds and asked forgiveness. As of the end of September, the post of Minister
of Justice remained unoccupied.

2 Maps in this report do not include Umutara Prefecture as its borders have not yet been
officially recognised. Ile new Prefecture was constituted from the eastern part of
Byumba Prefecture and the northern part of Kibungo Prefecture.

These figures include killings in the course of counter-insurgency operations
or alleged escape attempts which may have involved the excessive use of lethal force,
deaths allegedly as a result of ill-treatment, as well as deliberate killings which may
have had private or criminal motives. Not all these killings can be categorised as human
rights violations, and individual cases remain under investigation by HRFOR as well as
by the authorities.

s See attached annexes for information on refuges and returnees. Returnees are
categorised by country of asylum (Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire or other) by
caseload (new or old), and by nature of return (spontaneous/nonassisted or
organised/assisted).
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 (2) Zaire

During the month, the situation in South Kivu degenerated considerably with
fighting reported between Banyamulenge militia and Farces armees zairoises (FAZ),
allegedly assisted by ex-FAR. The Banyamulenge are Zairian Tutsi whose ancestors,
according to most accounts, migrated to South Kivu between the 16th and 19th
centuries

According to a DHA Integrated Regional Information Network (IRIN) report,
The Conflict in South Kivu, Zaire and its Regional Implications" issued on 7 October,
some 250,000 to 400,000 Banyamulenge live in Zaire, principally in the area around
Uvira. The report indicates that resentment of other ethnic groups in South Kivu toward
the Banyamulenge dates from the 1964 Mulele rebellion, when the Banyamulenge took
the side of the Congolese National Army. It states that people of Rwandese origin were
rendered stateless in 1981 when the Zairian Parliament passed legislation relating to
Zairian nationality. The DHA/IRIN report states: "According to informed legal opinion,
however, the 1981 law was arbitrary and discriminatory and therefore unlawful under
international conventions to which Zaire is a party." Tensions between Banyamulenge
and neighbouring groups were exacerbated by the refugee crises of 1993 and 1994,
when Hutu refugees, first from Burundi and then from Rwanda, flooded into the area.

The report indicates that difficulties facing the Banyamulenge increased
following a resolution passed by the Zairian High Council of the Transitional Parliament
in April 1995. The resolution, which prevented Rwandese and Burundian refugees from
acquiring Zairian nationality, treated the Banyamulenge as recent refugees. During late
1995 and early 1996, acts of harassment and evictions of Banyamulenge were
increasingly common. In his January 1996 report, the UN Special Rapporteur on human
rights in Zaire, Mr. Roberto Garreton, noted that some Banyamulenge had been
expelled from Zaire. The Special Rapporteur reported he had been informed that "local
tribes were arming in readiness for a struggle against the Banyamulenge, forcing the
latter to do the same.

According to an Amnesty International report issued on 20 September 1996,
the human rights situation in South Kivu had deteriorated significantly since the
beginning of September, following reports of clashes between the FAZ, and members of
a Tutsi (Banyamulenge) armed group in Uvira district. On 8 September, members of the
FAZ reportedly extrajudicially executed four Tutsi civilians in Uvira district in front of a
crowd at Lubirizi village. Amnesty International is investigating allegations that more
than 35 Banyamulenge were extrajudicially executed and more than 50 others
"disappeared" by Zairian Government troops at the start of the month. Amnesty
International reports that civilians arrested by soldiers have been held in military
detention centres where they are subjected to severe torture, sometimes resulting in
death.

Zairian political parties and newspapers have issued statements calling for
violence against Banyamulenge. Amnesty International is disturbed by accounts that
Uvira District commissioner (commissaire de zone), Mr. Shweka Mutabazi, is alleged to
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have said that he would dismiss any local officials who sold land to Tutsi, and that
houses vacated by Tutsi would be given to army officers. He has reportedly authorised
the enrolment of youths into the armed forces to fight the Tutsi armed group. Several
demonstrations organised by political leaders took place in September in Uvira and
South Kivu's capital, Bukavu, to protest against what they call "aggression by Rwandese
Tutsi". According to Amnesty International, members of other ethnic groups have
reportedly severely beaten many unarmed civilians suspected or known to be Tutsi,
often in the presence of Government or security officials who have not taken any action
against the attackers. Amnesty International appealed to Zairian Prime Minister Leon
Kengo wa Dondo, and armed forces Chief of Staff, General Eluld Monga, to take
immediate measures to prevent human rights violations and ensure that perpetrators of
any abuses are brought to justice.

remaining 355 identified themselves as old caseload returnees and are being
assisted to return to their communes of origin in Rwanda. All arrivals have been
temporarily placed in the Bugarama returnee transit centre (Cyangugu
Prefecture). Refugees will remain there until a more permanent site for their
accommodation is identified. WFP provided food assistance to all of the refugees.
No new Burundese refugees arrived at the Kibangira Refugee Camp in Bugarama
Commune (Cyangugu Prefecture) in September, compared to 88 in August. On 30
September, some 392 Burundese refugees left Kibangira Camp following pressure from
the local military authorities in charge of security, thus lowering the total camp
population to 3,428. The Umubano camp for Zairian refugees in Gisenyi counted 275
new arrivals. The total camp population was 13,694 on 30 September, compared to
13,689 on 31 August. According to a recent nutritional study funded by UNHCR, the
health of the Zairian refugee population at Umubano Camp in Gisenyi is improving,
while mortality rates in Kibangina Camp have decreased.

Although the main focus of WFP's operation in Rwanda is to meet
emergency and rehabilitation needs resulting from the 1994 genocide and war, the
Country Office continued to provide regular food assistance to all Zairian and Burundian
refugees in Rwanda. All refugees have received regular food-aid rations consisting of
540 grams of food per day, an equivalent of 1,979 kcal. Refugee assistance accounts
for 8% of the overall WFP's food-aid distributions in Rwanda. The distributions of food-
aid to Burundian refugees were implemented with the assistance of CONCERN World-
Wide Ireland (Bugarama Camp) and Caritas Rwanda (Kigeme Camp). Zairian refugees
from Masisi, accommodated at Umubano Camp in Gisenyi Prefecture, recently received
their fifth regular monthly food entitlement. The aid was provided by WFP and
distributed by the International Federation of the Fred Cross. Due to the insecure
nutritional situation in the camp, a beans supplement (100 grams. - 335 kcal per day)
was provided to the refugees by MSF-Belgium. The WFP-sponsored and MSF-
implemented supplementary feeding programme for malnourished women and children
also continued in September. The caseload under this programme has decreased
somewhat due to a slightly improved nutritional situation.
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II. REHABILITATION, RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Round Table Process

Funds pledged to date for Rwanda by donors, since the January 1995
Round Table Conference held in Geneva, total more than US$ 2 billion (see attached
annex for information on donor contributions). This amount includes additional pledges
of US$ 563 million made by donors during the June 1996 Geneva Round Table
Conference, in support of the programme presented by the GOR (Medium-Term
Policy Framework Document 1996-98). As of 5 September 1996, commitments
totalled US$ 1.16 billion of which US$ 697 million had been disbursed by donors. The
amount .disbursed. represents nearly 120% of pledges made at the January 1995
Round Table Conference.

Now that co-operation between Rwanda and its development partners is
firmly established, the country must continue to efficiently manage the transition from
emergency and rehabilitation assistance to development assistance. This transition
should be facilitated by the five thematic and sector-a] consultations, scheduled to be
held between January and September 1997, which are intended to foster dialogue on
the GOR's medium- to long-term development strategy.

B. Inter-agency Co operation

In order to strengthen inter-agency coordination and cooperation for
development in Rwanda, the agencies of the Joint Consultative Group on Policies
(JCGP) represented in Kigali decided to prepare a "Common Country Assessment'"
(CCA). The initiative responds to the requirements of General Assembly resolutions
47/t99 and 50/122 which call for more coordination among UN partners and forms part
of the follow-up to the international policy agenda which emerged from the recent
series of conferences and summits held under the auspices of the United Nations. The
CCA will be utilised by JCGP agencies in Rwanda (UNDP, UNFPA, UNICEF and WFP)
to prepare programmes for upcoming years and initiate joint programming.

Once completed, the CCA will provide a)mmon data to UN agencies and other
partners on the demographic, cultural and socio-economic situation in the country. The
CCA will thus identify and collect information on priority indicators that need to be
monitored by UN agencies, taking into consideration their mandates and the objectives
or action plans approved at international conferences such as the World Summit for
Children, UN Conference on Environment and Development, International Conference
on Population and Development, World Summit for Social Development and
International Conference on Women. It is expected that the CCA will be available
before the end of 1996, thus enabling the JCGP agencies to initiate the preparation of
joint programming in 1997.

In response to the positive reaction received at the national launching in
Butare of the 1996 edition of the UNDP Human Development Report, UNDP Kigali has
decided to prepare a National Human Development Report. The report, to be
undertaken in collaboration with other UN agencies operating in Rwanda, will
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concentrate on the human development situation in the country. In addition to
presenting socio-economic data on human development in Rwanda, covering, inter alia,
the political, economic, social and environmental spheres, the report will present
reflections on Rwandese "social capital" (the shared norms, values and beliefs that
enrich the way people live and work), the preparation of "green" national accounts
(accounts which take into consideration the impact of economic activity on the
environment), and macro-economic policies that should be followed to favour
sustainable human development in Rwanda. The report will also investigate poverty in
Rwanda, in anticipation of the 1997 UNDP Human Development Report which will focus
on poverty world-wide. Both national and international consultants, as well as local
partners will participate in the preparation of the national report. Publication is planned
for May 1997.

C. Capacity Building

During the month, the UNDP State Management Capacity Building project
(CAGE), executed by the UN Department for Development Support and Management
Services (UNDDSMS), sponsored several seminars designed to help strengthen the
GOR's management capacity. Seminars held in September included: 1) training for
secretaries in directorates of ministries (78 participants) and; 2) training for economic
managers in ministries (23 participants). A seminar on international assistance and
cooperation, co-financed by UNDP and USAID, was held at the Umubano Hotel in Kigali
from 2 to 9 September. The seminar brought together Rwandese officials from various
ministries responsible for co-operation and development. Representatives of donors,
UN agencies and other development partners explained their mandates, funding
procedures and activities in Rwanda.

At the request of the Presidency, the CAGE project financed an inter-
ministerial workshop to draft a document on food security in preparation for the World
Food Summit, to be held from 13 to 17 November in Rome. The document, finalised
and approved in early October, is available to interested parties.

The UNDP CAGE project also sponsored the participation of ten high-level
officials from the offices of the President, Vice-President, Prime Minister and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs at a diplomatic training programme in Dar-es.-Salaam. The
programme will take place from 29 September to 23 November at the Tanzanian Centre
for Foreign Relations. The CAGE project also financed the attendance of three high-
level officials of the Ministry of Interior at the Global Forum on Local Governance, held
in Sweden, held from 23 to 29 September
.

Through its sub-offices in seven prefectures, WFP remained in constant
contact with local authorities and planned, executed and monitored all food interventions
jointly with them. This strategy is important as all actions undertaken by WFP target the
grass-roots level of the community. Most recently, the WFP Country Office began
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increasing the participation - of beneficiary representatives in projects and beneficiary
identification. Local food-aid committees which include WFP, local authorities,
implementing partners and beneficiaries, are expected to start playing a major role in
co-ordinating equitable food-assistance in different prefectures and communes.

D. Justice
(1) International Tribunal / International Justice

On 1 October, Judge Louise Arbour succeeded Judge Richard Goldstone as
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Prosecution of Persons
Responsible for Genocide and Serious Violations of International Law Committed in the
Territory of the Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.
The Security Council had unanimously approved the appointment of Judge Arbour as
Prosecutor in February 1996. Judge Arbour has served as a member of the Court of
Appeals for Ontario, Canada and as trial judge for the High Court of Justice of the
Supreme Court: of Ontario. As Associate Professor and Associate Dean of the Osgood
Hall Law School at York University in Toronto, she taught criminal law and criminal
procedures, among other courses. Judge Arbour has published extensively in both
French and English on criminal law, human rights, civil liberties and gender issues.
Judge Arbour visited Rwanda as Prosecutor Designate from 2 to 7 September.

     The first trial to be undertaken by the ICTR, that of Mr. Jean Paul Akayesu,
former Bourgmestre of Taba Commune, has been postponed. Saying that he had been
given insufficient time to prepare his case, Mr. Johan Scheers, Mr. Akayesu's defence
counsel, threatened to resign unless the court granted his request for a postponement.
The trial is now scheduled to begin on 31 October.

The ICTR agreed on 29 September to postpone the trial of Mr. Georges
Rutaganda until 6 March 1997, on grounds of ill health. Mr Rutaganda, formerly second
vice-president of the Interahamwe militia, is accused of having played a leading role in
the genocide. The court rejected, however, a request by Mr. Rutaganda's defence
counsel that he be allowed to seek treatment of his illness in Europe, saying that he was
receiving adequate care in a local civilian hospital in Arusha.

According to Agence France press, Mr. Obed Ruzindana, charged by the
ICTR for genocide, was arrested by Kenyan authorities in Nairobi on 20 September. The
arrest of Mr. Ruzindana was the first in Kenya in connection with the killings in Rwanda.
Kenya has become a home for many ethnic Hutu who fled Rwanda following the 1994
genocide and war. Mr. Ruzindana, a former trader, has been charged in massacres
committed in Kigali and Gitarama Prefectures.

The ICTR accepted, on 27 September, a prosecution request that names and
whereabouts of witnesses not be disclosed to the public or media on security grounds.
Mr. Yacob Haile Mariam, Prosecuting Attorney, said one witness in Rwanda had already
been threatened and was warned not to testify against a genocide suspect in Arusha,
Tanzania. As of the end of September, HRFOR had received reports that 138 genocide
survivors or persons involved in identifying or providing testimony against perpetrators
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of the genocide had been killed since January 1996. It appears, however, that none of
these persons has served as a witness for the ICTR.

The Registrar of the International Tribunal, Mr. Andronico Adede, arrived in

Cameroon on 30 September for talks on the hand over of Colonel Th6oneste Bagosora
and other genocide suspects. The Registrar told Reuters he was hoping to discuss the
matter with Cameroon's Justice Minister. Cameroon's courts have ruled that the
Government of Cameroon has the right to extradite Colonel Bagosora and 11 others
held in Cameroon and that the UN court outranked national courts as regards
international law. Officials said that the hand over of the accused depended on
authorisation from President Paul Biya, which according to Reuters, they viewed as an
administrative formality.

On 24 September, UNHCR announced it was excluding from refugee
status 20 Rwandese indicted by the ICTR in connection with the 1994 genocide in
Rwanda. The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, which sets out the
criteria for recognition of refugees and standards for their treatment, provides for the
exclusion of any person with respect to whom there are serious reasons for considering
that s/he has committed a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against
humanity. A similar exclusion provision is found in the 1969 refugee convention of the
Organisation of African Unity. UNECR believes that the indictments by the ICTR
constitute sufficient grounds for exclusion from refugee status in accordance with its
own mandate and the OAU convention. UNHCR urges governments to deny refugee
status to those Rwandese indicted by the IC'.TR who seek asylum.

The Rwandese indicted by the ICTR and thus excluded from refugee status
by UNHCR are: Mr. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Mr. Ignore Bagifishema, Mr. Theoneste
Bagosora, Mr. Clement Kayishema, Mr. Mika Muhimana, Mr. Alfred Musema, Mr. Elie
Ndayambaje, Mr. Ferdinand Nahimana, Mr. Aloys Ndimbati, Mr. Eliezer Niyitegeka, Mr.
Ladislas Ntaganzwa, Mr. Andre Ntagerura, Mr. Elizaphan Ntakirutimana, Mr. Gerard
Ntakirutimana, Mr. Anatole Nsengiyumva, Mr. Obed Ruzindana, Mr. Georges
Rutaganda, Mr. Vincent Rutaganira, Mr. Ryandikayo and Mr. Charles Sikubwabo. Some
of these Rwandese are in the custody of the ICTR, including three who were arraigned
in Arusha in June. The others are known to be in Europe and Africa.

On 23 September, Human Rights Watch and the Federation internationale
des ligues des droits de Phomme called upon the International Tribunal to investigate
and prosecute rape and other gender-related crimes. These organisations pointed out
that the ICTR had issued no indictments for rape or other forms of sexual violent. The
call followed the release of an HRW/FIDH report entitled, "Shattered Lives: Sexual
Violence During the Rwandan Genocide and its Aftermath", which details attacks on
women and their families during the genocide. HRW and FIDH urged donors to ensure
that aid programmes meet women's needs - especially in the areas of criminal justice,
health care, housing, credit, education, vocational training and trauma counselling - and
called upon the GOR to improve coordination among those ministries seeking to
address issues relating to women. According to an ICTR official, the ICTR Office of the
Prosecutor takes into consideration rape and other sexual crimes when they come
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under the ICTR's mandate, i.e., to prosecute crimes of genocide and crimes against
humanity. A female jurist from the Hague is expected to arrive in Kigali in October for
the specific purpose of investigating sexual crimes.

On 4 September, the First Chamber of Tribunal de grande instance in Paris
refused to hear a suit brought by the family of former Rwandese President Juvenal
Habyarimana against Human Rights Watch (New York), the International Centre for
Human Rights and Democratic Development (Montreal) and the International
Federation of Human Rights Leagues (Paris). In 1993, these human rights
organizations, in collaboration with the Interafrican Union of Human and Peoples'
Rights, published a report on human rights violations committed in Rwanda since 1
October 1990. The report concluded that human rights had been massively and
systematically violated. It alleged the responsibility of Rwandese authorities, including
President Habyarimana himself, and the Interahamwe militia in massacres of Tutsi and
moderate Hutu. In a statement issued on 6 September, Human Rights Watch said "the
decision of the French court marks an important step in the battle against revisionists
who seek: to erase the memory of the genocide and massacres carried out in Rwanda
in 1994." In its 4 September decision, the Tribunal de grande instance ordered the
Habyarimana family to pay 20,000 French francs (US$ 4,000) to each of the three
associations to cover lawyers' fees and court costs.

(2) Assistance to the Judicial System

A fifth expert arrived in Kigali under the UNDP/UNDDSMS project to provide
judicial advisors to prosecutors' offices throughout Rwanda. The advisors assist the
inspecteurs de police judiciaire to build case files in preparation for trials and advise
officials at the Ministry of Justice (MINIJUST). As a Chief Inspector of Judicial Police
himself, the fifth expert will work in Kigali with the National Judicial Police, reporting
directly to MINIJUST. The other judicial advisors continued to work with the prosecutors
and their deputies in Gikongoro, Gitarama, Kigali Ville and Kibuye Prefectures.
Refurbishment of judicial courtrooms around the country also continued during the
month under the same UNDP/UNDDSMS project. The project is also enabling the
recruitment of a judicial archivist with a view to establishing a documentation centre
within the Ministry of Justice. During September, vehicles previously provided by UNDP
to MINIJUST were dispatched to several prefectural screening commissions to facilitate
their work
.

During September, UNHCR continued to fund various human rights projects
through local NGOs and HRFOR, including the production of a video on the rights of the
child and human rights promotion through a theatre troop. Through HRFOR, UNHCR
also launched an extensive database project designed to provide up-to-date information
on prison populations. The training of new national staff for the database project also
began. During the month, meetings were held with MINUUST to plan UNHCR's
contribution to an awareness campaign on the justice system, and rehabilitation work on
the public prosecutor's office in Gikongoro was completed. UNHCR continued to fund
the production of Amahatne, a bi-monthly human rights bulletin produced by HRFOR,
and funded a seminar in Cyangugu on reconciliation at the commune level.
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. (3) Assistance to Prisons and Detention Centres

ICRC maintained its emergency support to the 15 prisons run by MINIJUST,
distributing food and non-food items such as blankets, plates and buckets. The ICRC is
covering over 50% of basic needs (cereals, oil, beans, salt) and almost 100% of the
nutritional supplements required (vitamins, etc.) for the more than `15,000 detainees in
Rwanda's prisons. Co-ordination efforts with the Ministry of Justice have been
intensified. ICRC expects that in the long-run, Rwandese authorities will be able to
cover all the needs of the prison population.

ICRC has a team of one doctor and 10 nurses supervising medical care in
prisons and providing medical supplies whenever support for GOR-operated medical
facilities is needed. The effect of overcrowding on health, more visible in the temporary
places of detention, continues to be the main concern of the medical teams. In
Cyangugu Prefecture, ICRC installed windows in Kagano communal detention centre,
thereby improving light and ventilation. The international non-governmental
organisation, CONCERN, built latrines for the Ntongwe communal detention centre in
Gitarama Prefecture. The ICRC was present for the reception of detainees transferred
from communal cells to Gikondo Prison (Kigali Ville Prefecture), and distributed non-
food items such as blankets, plates and cups.

UNDP and MINIJUST have begun work to improve conditions of detention for
vulnerable groups, principally women with their accompanying babies and minors, but
also for the elderly and the sick. Seven detention centres will be either renovated or
extended. These are: Gisovu (Kibuye Prefecture), Nyanza (Gitarama Prefecture),
Rwandex (Butane Prefecture), and the central detention centres of Butare, Gikongoro,
Gisenyi and Nyamata. Contracts have been signed with construction firms and work has
begun on three of these sites (Gisovu, Nyanza and Rwandex-Butane).

The graduation ceremony of 400 civilian prison guards trained for two months
under a UNDP/UNDDSMS-sponsored project was held on 27 September. Designed and
executed by MINIJUST, the course included 150 classroom hours ;and covered
instruction in psychology, criminal law, criminal procedure codes, rights of detainees,
penitentiary administration and military training.

E. Social Sectors

(1) Health and Population

The Programme alimentaire nutritionnel (PAN), a joint development project
undertaken by the GOR, WFP, UNICEF, UNDP and the World Bank, continued to
provide regular food assistance to 4,370 unaccompanied minors, 27,786 malnourished
children, pregnant and lactating women, and 700 families affected by AIDS. The
programme, present in all prefectures of the country, provides necessary foodl-aid to
119 institutions which care for these beneficiaries. Despite its expansion in July, the:
PAN still covered only 56% of the nutritional feeding needs in Rwanda during
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September. WFP, therefore, continued to complement the programme with additional
food-aid deployed from' emergency stocks. This component of WFP's institutional
feeding assisted an additional 5,585 unaccompanied minors, 17,458 malnourished
women and children and 1,873 hospital patients, nation-wide. Overall during
September, WFP provided regular food distributions to 249 institutions which care for
57,072 highly vulnerable Rwandese. The rations provided ensured daily assistance of
between 1,100 kcal (i.e. supplementary feeding) and 2,165 kcal (i.e. for unaccompanied
minors) to each beneficiary.

UNICEF and the Ministry of Health (M:INISANTE) are working on the re-
establishment of a national health information system. Data collection forms have been
produced and 40 persons are currently undergoing; training. In addition, UNICEF is
purchasing computers and other office material to equip statistics divisions at district
health departments.

During the national seminar on revising and harmonising the primary school curriculum,
it was decided to integrate HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention into several subjects
such as biology, religious studies and languages. UNICEF will support this initiative by
providing educational materials and financing the training of teachers.

UNICEF is financing a play on hygiene education which will be performed at
the Franco-Rwandese Cultural Centre in Kigali on 22 November. The script has been
written by UNICEF and MINITRAPE. The play will The recorded for radio and television
broadcasting to ensure national coverage.

In September, UNHCR donated anti-biotics, anti-inflammatories and
perfusions to Cyangugu, Gisenyi, Nyagatare and Ruhengeri Hospitals and continued its
paediatrics support to Gisenyi Hospital, where 50% of the patients are refugees.
MINISANTE officially requested UNHCR to construct four new health centres with
housing for staff before the end of 1996 at Karangazi and Rwempasha (Umutara
Prefecture), Mayange (Bugesera) and Mugina (Gitarama Prefecture). Construction is
expected to begin immediately upon receipt of plans from the GOR. UNHCR expects to
finance additional health centres in 1997. UNHCR is also planning to start a medical
programme to support the Mugonero Health District in Kibuye Prefecture. In Kibungo
Prefecture, a new UNHCR-financed nutritional centre to complement the health facilities
at the Nasho II resettlement site was completed. Construction at the hospital in Nyamata
also continued during the reporting period. UNHCR's sub-agreement with Medicos en
Catastrofe was extended, enabling the NGO to continue its work involving psychiatric
cases among returnees who arrive in Rwanda.

WHO financed and provided trainers for a refresher course attended by the
auxiliary health staff in health centres of Gashora, Kanzenze and Ngenda Communes
(Kigali Rural Prefecture) and provided training on practical nutrition for staff in all health
centres of Bugesera Health District (Kigali Rural Prefecture). WHO also assisted with the
vaccination campaign against meningitis for vulnerable groups and school children in
Kanzenze Commune and, in collaboration with MINISANTE, organised a one-day
seminar on meningitis control strategies in Bugesera Health District.
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In Kibuye Hospital, the Swiss Red Cross continued its support for surgical and
obstetrical services as well as to the radiological department. Parallel to this, the German
Red Cross continued to assist medical, paediatric and out-patient services and the
hospital's pharmacy. A total of eight expatriates worked at Kibuye Hospital during August.
One of the biggest problems the hospital faces is lack of qualified local medical staff. In
Gitarama Prefecture, the French Red Cross continued its programme in 13 health centres
during September and hopes to establish a nutritional programme: in the same region in
the near future.

(2) Water / Sanitation / Environment

In Umutara Prefecture, UNHCR-supported work began on the construction of
the 60-km Rwabegeyu pipeline, while the pilot treatment plant for Matimba and
Nyabishongwezi has been completed. Adjustments are currently being made to ensure
the best quality drinking water. In Byumba Prefecture, preparations are underway, by
UNHCR to start rehabilitating the Rwungo water supply system (Cyumba and Kivuye
Communes), which will serve 30,000 residents, including some 12,000 returnees. In
Gisenyi Prefecture, water will be provided to the 342 beneficiaries at the Tamira
resettlement site (Muhura Commune) through rain harvesting. A sensitisation campaign
to educate the population in Ruhengeri Prefecture on the maintenance of rehabilitated
water systems was launched by the Rural Water Department and UNHCR.

In September, apart from regular water deliveries to the Rilima and Gikondo
Prisons, the ICRC made emergency water deliveries to Kibungo and Nsinda Prisons.
These deliveries were prompted by water shortages affecting; Electrogaz water
production facilities caused by the dry season and mechanical failure at Electrogaz
water plants. In addition, the ICRC initiated the construction of a new sanitary
installation (24 toilets) at Rilima Prison.

ICRC's efforts to develop alternative water supply systems in Kigali, in co-
operation with Electrogaz, are progressing well. The second phase of work at Kiniyia
system, involving the cleaning of water drains, has begun. For the rehabilitation of the
Rwampara water system, new pumping equipment has been ordered. Excavation of
drains and refurbishment of the pumping station are underway.

In Gikongoro, the ICRC continued its support to Electrogaz for the catchment
of additional water sources in an attempt to increase water supply at the treatment plant
by approximately 350 m3/day. In Rwamagana (Kibungo Prefecture), the ICRC
completed the rehabilitation of an old water conduit, doubling the lake water intake
capacity to the treatment plant from 20 to 40 m3/hr. In Gitarama, the ICRC installed and
repaired two water pumping units. As a result, the Gitarama water plant is now
operating at full capacity. As Electrogaz is facing temporary stock shortages of water
treatment chemicals, the ICRC loaned 60 tons of aluminium sulphate to insure minimal
water production in major urban areas of the country.

Under the auspices of the ICRC, participating Red Cross national societies
continued their collaboration with other Red Cross societies to rehabilitate rural water
systems and support the re-establishment of water management structures in Rwanda.
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National societies co-operated with the American Red Cross (in Kibuye and Gikongoro
Prefectures), the Australian Red Cross (in Gisenyi and Kibungo Prefectures), the
Swedish Reel Cross (in Ruhengeri and Kigali Rural Prefectures) and the British Red
Cross (in Gitarama Prefecture). The highlight of the month was the official opening of
rehabilitated water systems in Rusafra Commune (Butare Prefecture). In September,
the ICRC completed a survey in Byumba Prefecture focusing on the rehabilitation of 13
water systems and provided support to local structures in Giti, Kinyami, Muhura,
Murambi and Rutare Communes.

(3) Education / Seminars
As a follow-up to the seminar on the revision and harmonisation of

secondary school curricula sponsored by the World Bank in April and May 1996, the
Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education (MINEPRISEC) organised, from 9
September to 10 October, a UNICEF-sponsored seminar on the revision and
harmonisation of Rwandese primary school curricula. In addition to UNICEF, the
seminar was supported by the Government of Canada, the German development
agency, GTZ, and UNESCO PEER. The latter provided pedagogical, technical and
logistical assistance for this seminar-workshop which brought together 200 participants
from GOR ministries and departments concerned with education, UN agencies, NGOs,
bilateral partners and the major religious communities.

Addressing these participants, the Minister of Primary and Secondary
Education, Mr. Laurien Ngirabanzi recalled the goals of the National Conference on
Education Policy and Planning. He stated the revision of school curricula had to take
into account the need for national reconciliation and the necessity to integrate
Rwandese returnees. To achieve this, the seminar-workshop organisers established
technical objectives to: 1) define the compulsory subjects at each level and; 2)
determine the content of each subject at each level.

The Minister stressed before closing the seminar that, the debates were
characterised by mutual understanding and tolerance, scientific rigour and humane
flexibility as well as discipline. The following results were achieved: 1) the new profile of
the pupil in Rwanda at the and primary school was defined; 2) the subjects to be taught
were determined; 3) the subjects which needed harmonisation were effectively
harmonised; 4) the issue of languages of instruction was clarified; 5) new subjects were
introduced in primary school programmes; 6) the content and time allocation for each
course was clearly determined. The revision process will also enable integration into the
basic school curriculum of subjects such as peace education, HIV/AIDS prevention, the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and human rights. The participants in the seminar
also discussed recommendations which centred on teacher training, the design and
production of new school textbooks and teacher guides, the evaluation of the education
system in Rwanda, and the implementation of the new curricula. UNESCO believes that
the challenge of strengthening the education system will not be met unless the GOR
benefits from bilateral and multilateral assistance in order to, among other things, create
new teacher training schools, produce school manuals and create an institute for
pedagogical research
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On behalf of the NGO, Enfants refugees &u monde, UNESCO PEER printed
89 copies of their Plan of Action in Kinyarwanda as well as 100 copies of the document
Impyisi yari ite amaso nk'ay'inkoko. For the benefit of Zairian refugees at the Camp in
Gisenyi Prefecture and in collaboration with UNHCR, UNESCO PEER printed 726
copies of the French textbook Livre de franfais Pre et 2eme and 443 copies of the
mathematics textbook Mon premier livre de calcul. UNESCO PEER also provided
blackboards to the young Zairian refugees and their tutors in Gisenyi Prefecture.

Throughout Rwanda, UNHCR activities to expand and equip primary schools
continued, including the completion of work at Nyagatare Primary School and the
rehabilitation of 13 schools in Kigali Rural Prefecture. In September, the rehabilitation of
dormitory buildings and the provision of extensive sporting facilities began. a t
secondary schools in Bugesera (Rilima College and Nyagatare High School) and at the
English Secondary School in Umutara's Muvumba Commune. In Kibondo and
Nyarupfibire (Umutara Prefecture), UNHCR is funding the construction of two new
primary schools as part of its commitment to provide educational facilities at UNHCR-
supported resettlement sites. UNHCR also continued to fund vocational training projects
for adolescents, and funded a seminar in Cyangugu on reconciliation at the
commune level.

The GOR addressed a note verbale to the Government of Zaire on 12
September. On 17 September Rwanda's Minister. for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation,
Dr Anastase Gasana issued a statement denouncing the violence directed against
Kinyarwanda-speaking populations in North and South Kivu. In the statement, the GOR:
1) reaffirmed its commitment to promote good neighbourly relations with the countries of
the subregion, including Zaire; 2) urgently called upon the Zairian authorities to
recognise the seriousness of the uncontrolled circulation of arms in the refugee camps
and in eastern Zaire generally, where former soldiers and militiamen of Rwanda's
previous regime go about killing with impunity and; 3) appealed to the international
community to seriously consider the risks if the perpetrators of genocide continue
exporting massacres and genocide with impunity, as is happening at the present time in
eastern Zaire. GOR officials also accused Zairian authorities of failing to stop raids of
ex-FAR and Interalurmwe into Rwandese territory.

During September, the Government of Zaire also accused UNHCR and IOM
of providing logistical support to Banyamulenge militia. On 17 September, the UN
secretary-general issued a statement rejecting the allegations and urged the
Government of Zaire to take steps to clarify the situation. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
expressed concern, as the accusations had been carried on local television and have
caused serious security problems for United Nations personnel working in the region.
On 16 September, two UN staff were beaten by FAZ soldiers. Insecurity in the region
prompted the United Nations to relocate 23 non-essential expatriate personnel to
Nairobi on 24 September. The International Federation of the Red Cross (IFRC) also
evacuated three of its seven delegates in Bukavu after two shells landed near a hotel
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where IFRC staff were staying. A UN Special Envoy of the Secretary-General, Mr.
Ibrahim Fall, arrived in Kinshasa on 22 September to seek clarifications on Zairian
allegations.

Radio Rwanda reported on 9 September that the International Federation of
the Red Cross had suspended activities in Goma refugee camps after a bus
transporting 50 IFRC employees on the Goma-Kibumba road detonated a mine, killing
two persons and injuring 34 others. According to Radio Rwanda, the perpetrators of the
attack remained unknown.

(3) Refugees in Rwanda
Of the 536 people to arrive in Rwanda from Uvira during September, 181 claimed to be
Banyamulenge Zairian refugees, and are being considered as such by
20
21

In September, HRFOR continued to promote human rights through three
main types of activities: 1) popular education and mass-awareness campaigns; 2)
projects aimed at supporting the rights of women, children, and other vulnerable groups
and; 3) formal education, training, and seminars that target specific sectors of society
such as GOR authorities. As in previous months, many of these projects were funded by
the European Union (EU) and UNHCR.

HRFOR finalised preparations for a country-wide project entitled "Human
Rights Promotion and Awareness in the Prefectures", to be: implemented in cooperation
with the Rwandese human rights associations ADL (Association de Defense de la
personne et ties libertes publiques), ARDHO (Association Rwandaise pour la defense des
droits de Phomme), AVP (Association des volontaires de la paix), Kanyarwanda, and
LIPRODHOR (Ligue pour la promotion des droits de 1'homme au Rwanda). Twelve
"human rights promotion assistants" and one "human rights promotion facilitator", all
drawn from the aforementioned organisations, will be deployed in each prefecture of
Rwanda to reinforce HRFOR's work in promoting human rights. The project will also
provide Rwandese Human rights workers with valuable field experience.

HRFOR continued to implement its "Human Rights Awareness Campaign" at
the national level. Video plays on the rights of women and the rights of children were
shown on a number of occasions, generally followed by discussion and debate within
the audiences. Banners and posters with human rights themes continued to be
displayed widely throughout the country. The June-July-August issue of the human
rights newsletter Amahame was distributed.

With financial and logistical support from HRFOR, UNHCR, and Oxfam-
Quebec, the mobile human rights education troupes continued to give performances
on the rights of children, the rights of women (especially property rights), the right to
marry according to one's choice, individual political rights, and the property rights of
returnees. The INGANZO Troupe gave five performances in Cyangugu Prefecture, a<;
well as two performances in Butare Prefecture. The RAFIKI Troupe performed in three
communes in Byumba and Kigali Rural Prefectures.
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At the communal level, HRFOR organised and participated in various
popular meetings with local authorities and the population to &;cuss human rights
including the rights of women and children, arrest-and-detention procedures, national
reconciliation, returnee reintegration, economic and social rights, and the m;mdate and
work of HRFOR. HRFOR Kibungo organised training seminars on "Economic,, Social
and Cultural Rights for Rural Women at the Sector Level", in collaboration with the
representative of the Ministry of the Family and Women's Promotion (MIFAPROFE). On
26 September, the HRFOR team in Kigali Rural Prefecture organised an awareness day
on women's rights in Mugambazi Commune, in collaboration with representatives from
MIFAPROFE and LIPRODHOR. In cooperation with UNICEF, HRFOR organised an
awareness day on human rights and the rights of children, on 28 September, for more
than 100 students and teachers at the Apapegirubuki College in Rutare Commune
(Byumba Prefecture). With support from HRFOR, CAURWA (Communaute autochtone
du Rwanda) worked on a final report summarising the organisation's research into human
rights issues currently facing the Twa..

In the area of formal education, HRFOR-Ruhengeri continued to conduct
classes on human rights for 330 gendarme trainees attending the National Gendarmerie
Training School (EGENA). On 2 September, HRFOR provided EGENA with books on law
and human rights and other materials. In Butare Prefecture, a member of the HRFOR team
continued to provide weekly lectures on human rights to the students of the National
University of Rwanda.

In collaboration with the Prosecutor and the President of the Kibungo Court of
First Instance, HRFOR organised seminars on arrest-and-detention procedures in three
communes. The seminars were addressed to the conseillers de secteur, responsables de
cellule, and other commune-level authorities. On 12-13 September in Nyakabanda
Commune and on 26-27 September in Mukingi Commune, both in Gitarama Prefecture,
HRFOR also organised seminars on "Reconciliation and Rehabilitation in Post-Genocide
Rwanda", which targeted conseillers de secteur, responsables de cellule, and other civilian
and military authorities who work at the communal level. HRFOR also participated in
conferences, seminars, and training sessions organised by Rwandese human rights
associations.

A major conference on the mull-donor Joint Evaluation of Emergency
Assistance to Rwanda, The International Response to Conflict and Genocide: Lessons
from the Rwanda Experience, was held in Kigali at the Hotel ties Mille Collins from 10-12
September. Six members of the evaluation team presented the four-volume evaluation on
the international community's response to the Rwandese crisis. The audience included a
large number of GOR officials and several representatives of the diplomatic community and
UN agencies. In a speech opening the conference, President Pasteur Bizimungu said
distortions and stereotypes, which were creations of colonialists, culminated in genocide.
Stating that Rwanda was colonised "by the sword and the crucifix", the President
enumerated a litany of cliches which he stated have been perpetuated by colonisers and -
subsequently by scholars. He condemned such characterisations which place Tutsi and
Hutu in the following opposing categories: Hamite/Bantu, noble/lowly, invader/oppressed,
cattle-keeper/cultivator, aristocrat-lord/peasant slave, intelligent-cunning/ simplistic-stupid.
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Rwandese speakers and conference facilitators from the Office of the President, Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research (MINESUPRES) and other branches of the GOR
were nearly unanimous in their criticism of the report, particularly the manner in which it
portrayed Rwandese history and the current Government.

Rwandese participants who attended the conference, and the synthesis report
produced by the conference reporter, Mr. Jean Mukimbiri, Director of Art and Culture at
MINESUPRES, emphasised the following points concerning the report on the "Historical
Perspective": 1) the Hamitic thesis (that Tutsi migrated from Abyssinia) is incorrect - all
Rwandese are Bantu/Banyarwanda; 2) it is scientifically false to affirm that the polarisation
and politicisation of ethnicity began before the arrival of Europeans (divisions result from the
action of colonialists and missionaries); 3) it was in 1933-35, with the mention of ethnic
group on identity cards, that a socio-economic (or class) structure was frozen into a system
of categorisation based on "ethnicity"; 4) in pre-colonial times, and up to recently,
identification by clan was far more important for Rwandese than ethnic identity (the
same clan could and often did contain Hutu, Tutsi and Twa).

Overall, the international community's role. before, during and after the
genocide was criticised by Rwandese at the conference, although the evaluation team's
assessment was less categorical in this regard. Participants agreed that the
international community and the UN failed to anticipate and subsequently to stop the
genocide. The mandate of UNAMIR I was viewed as insufficient, and some emphasis
was placed on the UN's failure to collect and analyse information in order to pass on
policy options to decision makers. While evoking problems of co ordination, the
assessment team judged post-genocide humanitarian efforts as effective overall. The
evaluation team supported the GOR's view that genocide survivors had received too
little assistance and there was an enormous disparity, between funds spent inside
Rwanda and aid which went to the refugee camps. The team also indicated that
estimates used in the Joint Evaluation report-of the number of people killed during the
genocide - 500,000 to 800,000 - were probably too low. The MINESUPRFS synthesis
report stated that the role played by the Rwandese Patriotic Front in assisting persons in
danger during the genocide was underestimated

.
F. Productive Sectors

WFP's primary strategy in Rwanda is to provide food-for-work to support
projects relating to rehabilitation and stabilisation of local communities. In this manner,
WFP expects to contribute to the creation of a climate conductive to tlhe rapid
repatriation and resettlement of refugees. The three main sectors of WFP's intervention
in this field are rehabilitation of the agricultural sector, housing construction and
rehabililation of basic infrastructure. The most common activities supported through
food-for-work include: swamp reclamation and management, revitalisation of rice, coffee
and tea plantations, food production, seed multiplication, rehabilitation of fish-ponds,
land terracing, cleaning of drainage and irrigation canals, reforestation', brick and file
making, construction of houses, schools and health dispensaries, water spring
protection and reparation of secondary roads and public institutions.
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All rehabilitation projects supported by WFP through food-for-work are
identified and implemented in close collaboration with GOR ministries, prefectures and
local authorities. Particular emphasis is accorded to women, who are the exclusive
beneficiaries of several such projects and represent a third of the overall labour force; in
WFP projects in Rwanda.

Decreased emergency needs in the country and the completion of a number
of urgent rehabilitation projects prompted WFP to undertake an internal management
review mission in Rwanda from 9 to 30 September. The objo-,lives of the mission were
to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of WFP assistance to the country since the
war and to recommend future strategies and policies for the next two to three years. The
six-member team visited most prefectures of the country and met with representatives
from the GOR, UN agencies, donors, NGOs, local authorities and beneficiaries. The
team also monitored implementation of a number of WFP-supported projects and food-
aid distributions. The mission report is expected in October.

(1) Agriculture

Under normal conditions, the sowing of seeds for the agricultural A season
(September to January) begins in mid-September. This year, abundant rains began in
the beginning of September, several weeks earlier than usual, and there was no rain
during the period when the sowing season usually begins. Some peasants planted
beans when the first rains came and faced difficulties, as rains were absent in the
following period. The majority of the population planted their crops when the rains
resumed at the end of the month. FAO, WFP and the EU provided technical assistance
to the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry (MINAGRI) to determine agricultural
input needs for vulnerable groups at the prefectural and communal level. They also
jointly elaborated mechanisms for distribution with other agencies like UNHCR,
UNICEF, the Belgian Embassy and several NGOs.

The distribution of inputs began in the third week of September and will last
until mid-October. In the framework of this programme, FAC, distributes 50 tons of
soybean seeds, 24 tons of ground nut seeds and imports 3,100 kg of other seeds, 2,000
kg of which already arrived in the country. Distribution of these seeds will begin in
October. UNHCR provided 40,000 hoes and FAO provided another 12,000 hoes to
vulnerable persons who returned recently from Burundi.

UNDP and FAO continued the dialogue with the GOR regarding the nation-
wide marshland management programme. The President of Rwanda attaches particular
importance to this issue and recently nominated a national co-ordinator for marshland
management. According to the agreement reached between the GOR and cooperation
partners, the elaboration of a national plan will begin in October. Some micro projects
around Kigali and in the southern regions of the country are scheduled to begin at
approximately the same time.

UNDP and FAO also began discussions with the principal co operation
partners and the ministries concerned (MINAGRI and MINIPLAN) IFOR preparation of
the sectoral round table conference on food security. Rwanda's National Commission
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for the preparation of the World Food Summit drafted the country's position paper on
food security. This document serves not only the purposes of the Summit but also
serves as a base for Rwanda's future food security strategy. The document was
prepared with the financial and logistical assistance of UNDP and FAO.

During the second half of September, FAO and the EU undertook a joint
mission to evaluate and make recommendations for elimination of the MANCOZEB
waste which resulted from a fire in September 1995 in the Gikondo industrial district of
Kigali. Taking into consideration the necessity of rapid action, the costs and other legal
and technical factors, the mission recommended that the waste and contaminated soil
be mixed with cement and stored in a concrete tomb near Kigali

. G. Resettlement and Reintegration of Returnees / Housing

UNHCR and GTZ, have finalised an agreement to supply doors, windows
and installation training to beneficiaries at resettlement sites. The doors and windows
will be purchased at the prefecture level to help boost local economies. GTZ has also
distributed instructions on plastering and finishing methods for mud and soil bricks to
UNHCR field offices, to be forwarded to partner NGOs. These finishing procedures are
already being applied at certain sites. To follow progress in its shelter activities, UNHCR
has established a computerised monitoring system. Six additional resettlement sites are
being planned by UNHCR and MINIREISO physical planners, who are currently
finalising implementation strategies.

During September, WFP assisted some 4,800 returnees with aid-rations,
which included 32.4 kgs of mixed food commodities and have the potential to provide a
nutritional intake of 1,979 kcal per day during a two-month period. Food-aid was
distributed as soon as the returnees reached transit centres inside Rwanda. Those who
returned spontaneously, by-passing the transit centres, were targeted with the help of
local authorities in home communes

Following their arrival in home communes, returnees needing prolonged food
assistance were incorporated into community-based food-for-work schemes, sponsored
by WFP and implemented principally by local authorities. The most vulnerable
individuals, those who are unable to participate in food-for-

Considering the high level of repatriation during August, WFP is including all
recent returnees in the upcoming Seeds Protection Programme, which will provide
family food packages (25 kgs of rice, 18 kgs of beans and 1.8 kgs of oil) to an estimated
77,000 highly vulnerable farming households in Butare, Cyangugu, Gikongoro and
Kibuye Prefectures and food deficit areas of Kibungo and Kigali Rural Prefectures. The
Programme, which has already begun in several areas, is generally combined with seed
and hoe distributions implemented by other aid agencies. Its objective is to help
increase agricultural production in the country by enabling farmers to plant all
accumulated seeds and not resort to them as food during the lean season.
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III. HUMANITARIAN RELIEF

A. Targeted Food Assistance
Due to delays in starting the Seeds Protection Programme, expected to

represent the largest part of WFP's intervention in Rwanda during September, the
Country Office distributed less food-aid than during previous months. Some 3,788 mts
of food-aid, assisting approximately 221,400 beneficiaries were distributed. Food
distributions were highest in Kigali, Kibuye and Butare Prefectures and lowest in
Byumba and Ruheng,eri Prefectures.

WFP continued to prioritise food-for-work and income-generating activities as
its main strategies in Rwanda. Some 75% of September distributions was channelled
this way. In addition to fulfilling the basic mandate of WFP by providing food to those in
need, the targeting of aid through food-for-work also continued to assist rehabilitation of
several sectors of the Rwandese economy, mainly agricultural recovery and housing
construction. More than 170,000 Rwandese benefited from WFP's food-for-work ration 30
during the month, each beneficiary receiving the equivalent of 2,049 kcal per day.

Targeted assistance to populations at risk and vulnerable groups remained
low, accounting for 3 % of all WFP distributions during the month. The programme
included only those beneficiaries who were in need of food-aid and could not be assisted
through more productive and rehabilitation-orientated interventions. All beneficiaries were
identified by joint WFP/FAO/EU/MINAGRI assessment teams. Approximately 5,300
persons received targeted food-aid during September (1,979 kcal per person, per day),
half of this caseload in the form of seed protection. WFP remains determined to assess
vulnerability of local populations throughout the country and act promptly in cases of
evolving food shortages.

The ICRC is currently monitoring the needs of genocide survivors and other
vulnerable groups throughout Rwanda. Targeted food assistance is likely to be scaled
down in favour of intensified rehabilitation efforts. Food, however, still plays a major role in
the ICRC's housing projects and its direct aid programme for orphans in host families.
The ICRC now distributes a total of more than 1,000 metric tonnes of food per month to
genocide survivors and other vulnerable groups, schools and prisons.

B. Children in Especially Difficult Circumstances
In addition to providing regular food aid to 78 specialised institutions which

care for 9,900 unaccompanied minors country-wide, WFP, in association with UNICEF,
also supported several projects which specifically benefited children in especially difficult
circumstances. The two main projects relate to the feeding of 2,600 demobilised child-
soldiers at Kadogo Centre in Butare Prefecture and 250 former child prisoners
undergoing re-education programmes in Gitagata Centre in Kigali Rural Prefecture. All
assisted children receive a nutritional daily intake of 2,165 kcal.

From 11 to 13 September, UNICEF, in collaboration with the Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs (MINITRASO), Save the Children Fund-US and a Rwandese
NGO, the Barakabaho Foundation, organised a national workshop in Kigali on promoting
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community-based follow-up of vulnerable children. The workshop brought together over
80 representatives from the social ministries, prefectures and communes, local and
international NGOs, international experts and donors to discuss the importance of
community involvement for the benefit of vulnerable children.

The workshop outlined the guiding principles of community-based
follow-up, focusing on psychosocial assistance, material assistance and
coordination. It highlighted a number of key issues including: 1) targeting all
vulnerable children, not just certain categories such as unaccompanied or foster
children; 2) phasing out direct assistance which depends on professional social
workers; 3) reinforcing community resources and capacities

Over 100 children in six prefectures have already been interviewed for the
follow-up survey on trauma conducted by UNICEF in collaboration with the National
Trauma Centre. This study is looking at ways in which children are coping with trauma
two years after the genocide. The number of referrals of severely traumatised children
and adults to the National Trauma Centre is grouting. Over 200 people have received
counselling since the beginning of the year.

 Recruitment of women as trauma advisors continues to pose problems largely
due to the shortage of Rwandese women with psychological or psychopedagocial training
and their reluctance to work outside of Kigali. GOR ministries are now preparing lists of
potential female candidates for consideration by the National Trauma Centre. If selected,
they will be trained by the UNICEF trauma team in collaboration with the Trauma Centre.

The Gitagata Re-education and Production Centre in Kanzenze Commune
(Kigali Rural Prefecture) held 197 minors between the ages of seven and 17 during
September. These minors, who were under 14 at the time of their alleged offence, were
initially arrested for having participated in the genocide but were recently recognised as
criminally non-responsible by the Rwandan judicial authorities. The transfer of other
children from prisons and communal cells to Gitagata Centre has experienced delays.
This is due mainly to the difficult and time-consuming process of establishing a
functioning judicial system in Rwanda. UNICEF wishes to see the case files of imprisoned
children, still detained in appalling conditions, prioritised.

At the request of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, HRFOR developed
strategies for providing human rights education to children accused of participation in the
genocide who are interned at the Gitagata Re-education and Production Centre. These
strategies include theatre presentations on human rights themes and the production of a
video on the eventual reintegration of children from the Gitagata Centre into the
community. HRFOR continued to collaborate with the Gitarama committee of IBUKA, a
genocide survivors' organisation, on the pilot census to collect information on genocide
survivors, including the educational needs of children orphaned during the genocide.
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The UNDP-supported Kimisagara Centre for unaccompanied and street
children officially opened under its new name, the Centre national Rwanda rw'ejo, on
14 September. The centre provides lodging, food, clothing, education and vocational
training, health-care and hygiene facilities to more than 210 children. Ms. Senaphine
Bizimungu, Rwanda's First Lady, attended the opening ceremony.

Tracing programmes carried out by many organisations throughout the
region continue to successfully locate family members of unaccompanied children. Of
the 94,739 unaccompanied Rwandese children recorded in the ICRC centralised
database, 40,220 children still have had no contact with their families. Of the 43.,890
tracing requests submitted by parents in search of one or more children, 37,133 remain
without news of at least one child. As of the end of September, over 25,447 Rwandese
children had been reunited with their families, 4,715 of these by the ICRC. Of the
reunifications made by ICRC, 2,020 were across a national border. The Red Cross
message service also plays an important role in re-establishing contact between
separated family members. Since 1994, more than 2,650,000 Red Cross messages
have been distributed to Rwandese throughout the world. The number of messages
distributed is without precedent for an African country.

IV. CONCLUSION

During September, the GOR and Rwandese people, in collaboration with
their international partners, continued the process of rebuilding Rwanda. As in previous
months, humanitarian aid declined in favour of more development and rehabilitation-
oriented activities. Vulnerable groups and refugees inside the country, nevertheless,
continued to receive humanitarian assistance from UN agencies and NGOs.

Tensions in South Kivu reached a breaking point during the month, as mortar
fire was exchanged between Rwandese and Zairian forces and fighting occurred
between Banyamulenge militia and the Zairian army. Reports indicate that strident
rhetoric by Zairian politicians and human rights abuses by Zairian troops and local
populations against the Banyamulenge in South Kivu have increased dramatically.
Differences of opinion regarding the nationality of the Banyamulenge seemed to be a
key factor in the escalating conflict. At the end of September, the complex and rapidly
evolving situation in eastern Zaire appeared particularly volatile. In September, Zairian
refugees of Banyarwanda origin arrived in Rwanda from South Kivu and, as during
previous months, from the Masisi region of North Kivu. Inside Rwanda, the four western
prefectures bordering Zaire remained tense due to infiltrations and insurgency activity.

During September, significant steps were taken toward reactivating the judicial
system in Rwanda. Appointments by the Conseil superieur de la magistrature of
judges to courts throughout the country, combined with the passage of the genocide law
in August, raise hopes that the trials of genocide suspects will begin in the near future.
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Although some courts in most prefectures were operational, overcrowding in prisons
and detention centres throughout the country remained serious.

addition to fulfilling the basic mandate of WFP by providing food to those in
need, the targeting of aid through food-for-work also continued to assist rehabilitation of
several sectors of the Rwandese economy, mainly agricultural recovery and housing
construction. More than 170,000 Rwandese benefited from WFP's food-for-work rations

United N

26
United Nations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1.996
25
United Nations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1996
28
ations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1996
27

0Save the Children Fund-US, with UNICEF support, will organise a two-month
campaign in twelve prefectures to pre-test the guidelines. The campaign will seek to raise
awareness on the importance of community participation in monitoring and supporting
vulnerable children and encourage feedback from the community on the appropriateness
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of the proposed guidelines. On completion of this consultation phase, the principles will be
reviewed, modified and submitted to the GOR for future policy planning.

United Nations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1996
United Nations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1996
29
United Nations Situation Report for Rwanda, September 1996
31
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cyangugu
Communes et Prefectures du Rwanda
Gltararlla
Gikongoro
Byurnba

ANNUAL/MONTHLY 1996 RETURNEE STATISTICS BY OFRCAIL RWANDESE ENTRY
POINTS.
UNHCR Kigali
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._
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B j d 0 644 748 686 713 864 565 673 813 760 0 00
Or9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

New S 18 0 31 2 0 0 2 4 5 0 00
Or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

T t 662 748 717 715 864 565 675' 817 765 0 0i 0
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Or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
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Total 0/N 2,008 6,436 108 152 335 110 10 1' 289 0 0 00
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Or g. 8,904 17,93 2,97 1,461 2,462 3,200 1,659 62,61 1,008 0 00
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SOURCE:UNHCR, REPATRIATION, KIGALI. 0 9 / 1 0 / 1 9 9 6
ANNUAL/MONTHLY 1996 RETURNEE STATISTICS BY COUNTRIES OF ASYLUM.
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4,975 5,179 1,711 1,886 2,028 1,670 1,200 1,407 1,331 0 0 0 21
438 459 197 67 62 74 53 55 126 0 0 0 1,
382 311 197 299 169 57 35 50 59 0 0 0 1,
8,466 17,479 2,7811 1,394 2,400 3,126 1,606 62,559 882 0 0 0 10
14 26123,498 4,88.6 3,646, 4A$0 4.9.27 2'894' 64'071 2,398 0 1 0 0 ~ 12
5,357 5,490 1,908 2,185 2,197 1,727 1,235 1,457 1,390 0 0 0 22
8,904 17,938 2,978 1,461 2,462 3,200 1,659 62,614 1,008 0 0 0 10
5,413 5,638 1,908 1,953 2,090 1,744 1,253 1,462 1,457 0 0 0 22
8,848 17,790 2,978 1,693 2,569 3,183 1,641 62,609 941 0 0 0 10

o L-125,170

SOURCE;UNHCR; REPATRIATION, KIGALI. 99/10/1996
RWANDA REHABILITATION AND RECOVERY PROGRAMME ROUND TABLE
CONFERENCE

TRACKING OF DONOR DISBURSMENTS 5
September 1996 / in US$ million

DONOR
PLEDGES

GENEVA RT
JUNE 1996

TOTAL,
PLEDGES

FUNDS
COMMITTED

FUNDS
DISBURSED

BILATERAL
Australia 4.3 4.2 4.2
Austria 5.1 2.2 1.4
Belgium 33.0 111.3 61.7 38.0
Canada 11.0 56.9 44.8 32.7
China 6.5 3.3 3.3
Denmark 8.0 8.4 0.4 0.4
Finland 1.2 1.1 1.0
France 38.1 30.3 18.5
Germany 12.1.9 106.6 43.2
Ireland 9.0 11.1 1.4 0.6
Italy 4.0 23.0 18.9 9.6
Japan 6.0 61.9 26.8 25.6
Luxembourg 2 8
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Netherlands 100.0 175.5 75.5 69.0
Norway 15.0 15.0
Spain 11.9 10.3 10.2
Sweden 6.9 3.7 3.7
Switzerland 12.5 57.5 36.9 18.7
United Kingdom 8.0 26.9 17.5 16.9
United States 9.0 149.3 140.1 103.1
Total 215.5 895.5 585.5 400.1
MULTILATERAL
African Development34.0 142.2 80.0 28.7
European Union 228.0 575.1 169.4 132.0
ICRC 45.0 45.0 45.0
IFAD 33.6 16.5
IMF 15.2 15.2 15.2
OPEC 12.9 0.0 0.0
United Nations Agencies 35.0 46.6 10.8 10.6
World Bank 50.0 289.5 239.5 64.9
Total 347.0 1160.1 576.4 296.4

GRAND TOTAL 562.5 2055.6 1161.9 696.5

- MEMORANDUM -

of 1995 ROUND TABLE PLEDGES 350% 198% 119%
Note:

- "Geneva RT 1996" indicates the value of pledges made by donors during the
June 1996 Round Table. - "Total pledges" indicates the value of the pledges
made by donors since January 1995 RT Conference. - "Commitments"
indicates the value of the projects approved thus far.
- "Funds disbursed" indicates value of funds disbursed by donors (available to GOR
and/or executing agencies).
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